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Free Choice?!!
Posted by stillgoing - 28 Apr 2015 23:01
_____________________________________

Hello. I'm new here, and I was going through the handbook and I got a little bit stuck on the part
about free choice. it seems from there (page 79 in case you haven't memorized it yet:) ) that
when we have a huge urge to act-out, we almost don't have bechira. But in that case then what
we did was not a sin, since we had no free choice about it. When my two year old is alone at the
table with a piece of gooey cake and he grabs it, I don't punish him for that since I know that he
has no free choice, but MZ'L is  a huge sin. Maybe someone can help me understand this.

Thanks.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by TheBigX90 - 29 Apr 2015 23:37
_____________________________________

Ya, I meant both ideas. I meant that you have bechira to avoid the triggers so that you dont
even have the struggle & you also have bechira the same way to snap yourself out of it while
the picture comes up by doing something about it, ie. going into a public are etc. although, the
better method is to set up boundaries for yourself that you don't have to deal with these issues
constantly, ie. web chaver, white listing filter etc. Though, I'd like to say from expierience that no
filters are perfect & unfortunately there are ways around every filter. Therefore, one must daven
to hashem that He may help him set up good boundaries & overcome this battle.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by stillgoing - 29 Apr 2015 23:39
_____________________________________

I guess I'm not so good after all because I can't figure out what the warning -------- OH I just got
it! you're supposed to click on it to see what it says. I guess I didn't have my coffee today.

Thanks for the formal welcome and

Warning: Spoiler!
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========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by stillgoing - 29 Apr 2015 23:44
_____________________________________

TheBigX90

I like that. Thank you. Because it really seems sometimes that when we are smack in the middle
of a Test we really can't stop ourselves, but the truth is that very often even if our brain
can't/won't send the message to the eyes to turn away, it will often send a separate message to
our legs to just get up - completely ignoring what we are in the middle of doing and walk away.
It's not fighting the nisyoin, it's taking a different track and simply walking away.

So, I guess that would be a form of free choice too. Thanks.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by Bigmoish - 29 Apr 2015 23:55
_____________________________________

Yes you did. Took some guys here years to figure out that there was something under the

spoiler. Congratulations, Sherlock. 

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by TheBigX90 - 30 Apr 2015 00:08
_____________________________________

hi BigMoish,

since I'm new to this forum I'm not exactly sure how to do it, How do I add a thread? Thanks in
advance

========================================================================
====
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Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by Bigmoish - 30 Apr 2015 00:12
_____________________________________

Just click "new topic" on the top of this page.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by stillgoing - 30 Apr 2015 21:09
_____________________________________

"This small thing that leads to great things works so well in the positive

Here's just a few

- many people(not all) would not have a developed a lust addiction to begin with had they just
put filters on there devices from the very beginning

- by learning just to avoid our own obvious triggers we avoid many major inner conflicts and
urges to engage in self-destructive acts

- by participating for a short time daily on the forum we gain enormously

- just by reading a little the handbook daily imparts in us enormous helpful truths

- one short call to a sponsor can catch a fall so the streak of sobriety can continue"

Thanks yiraishamaim

How true. Just like we say "one day at a time", meaning each day is important enough to look at
by it's self so too each action is important enough to look at by it'sself. in other words - 
#smallthingsmatter

========================================================================
====
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Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by yiraishamaim - 30 Apr 2015 21:13
_____________________________________

Thank you

your thoughts and kind words are appreciated more than you know!

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by serenity - 01 May 2015 02:27
_____________________________________

“I walk down the street.

There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.

I fall in.

I am lost... I am helpless.

It isn't my fault.

It takes forever to find a way out.

I walk down the same street.

There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.

I pretend I don't see it.

I fall in again.

I can't believe I am in the same place.

But, it isn't my fault.

It still takes me a long time to get out.
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I walk down the same street.

There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.

I see it is there.

I still fall in. It's a habit.

My eyes are open.

I know where I am.

It is my fault. I get out immediately.

walk down the same street.

There is a deep hole in the sidewalk.

I walk around it.

I walk down another street.”

? Portia Nelson, There's a Hole in My Sidewalk: The Romance of Self-Discovery

We have a choice not to walk down that road, that is why we are responsible even when we
don't have bechirah. Choose the road of happy destiny chaver.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by stillgoing - 01 May 2015 13:51
_____________________________________
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testing testing 

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by stillgoing - 03 May 2015 14:05
_____________________________________

Thank you serenity. That essay is Good! If it was shorter I would put it on my signature.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by pischoshelmachat - 03 May 2015 15:56
_____________________________________

It seems all the streets I travel through have many large holes. I may have to move to a new city
or ask hkbh for a helicopter to fly me above the dangerous neighbourhoods.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by stillgoing - 03 May 2015 19:54
_____________________________________

It seems all the streets I travel through have many large holes. I may have to move to a new city
or ask hkbh for a helicopter to fly me above the dangerous neighbourhoods.

True enough, but you know, if another street is not an option, because they all have holes in
them, then maybe we need bigger shoes to be able to step right over those dark holes.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by pischoshelmachat - 03 May 2015 20:04
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_____________________________________

I was thinking about that but I am too scared to take on the challenge even with weapons, I
want to find a way to avoid the situation completely. Maybe when I have some long term
sobriety and I am not easy prey to any slight sight to fall into a deep lust abyss, I will try using a
great big monster truck with massive tires that will cruise right over the holes. Right now, I
barely have a little scooter.

========================================================================
====

Re: Free Choice?!!
Posted by yiraishamaim - 03 May 2015 20:21
_____________________________________

Work on the fundamentals

Stay away as best you can from obvious triggers. All triggers? One can never stay away from
just as the compulsive eater cannot stay away from all tempting foods.

Do a significant hishtadlus and then "LIVE AND LET G-D - TAKE OVER"

You will get there just like so many before you.

Hang in there buddy! ENOUGH THINKING!

{Take a chill pill. It's not supposed to make so much sense. It's a miracle for G-d's sake!}

========================================================================
====
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